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There are theoretical indications that phase transitions can occur in highly compressed nuclear matter at mod-
erate temperatures. Conventional nuclear physics as well as astrophysical constraints has not yet provided
direct evidence for their existence. It is expected that future experiments at the NICA MPD facility will be
able to at least partially solve this problem. However, due to the large theoretical uncertainty in the descrip-
tion of multinucleon systems, the interpretation of such experimental data can be very ambiguous. Therefore,
the experimental detection of possible transformations in small-nucleon systems is of special importance. In
case of their existence, information on the properties of these systems will have scientific value comparable
to knowledge of ionization characteristics of atoms for building a microscopic theory of ordinary plasma.
In this paper we discuss the possibility of detecting weakly excited (below the pion birth threshold) deuteron
states in d-d → d+d reactions at the colliding beams of the NICA SPD facility at JINR. Since the identification of
these processes by the change in momentum or scattering angle of the deuteron is not feasible against the back-
ground of the associated elastic scattering processes, the following workaround is discussed. We propose to register
protons generated from the decay of 6q states in the kinematic region “almost” forbidden for d-d → p+n+d direct
proton knockout processes. Calculations of the contribution to the observed events of very rare deuteron scattering
processes on high momentum protons in another colliding deuteron are currently underway. In particular, the
problem of fast simulation of the momentum distribution of deuteron nucleons in the whole range of variation of
its wave function has already been solved.
A scheme of the dibaryon detection experiment is also proposed, which exploits the effect of flipping the spin of
the polarized deuteron in d↑+d ->d↓+d processes.
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